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Dobie Tails
LESSONS IN GRACE

by Holli Sampson

... (Dedicated to Michelangelo, King, 
Haley, Carlie, Sienna and Gracie.  The 

most amazing warriors gone all too soon 
but never forgotten.)

Gracie doing her “Batty” pose..

  The day began like any other day.  Winter 
was finally on its way out and Spring was 
creeping in.  I was out in the yard with our 
dogs, Remi and Gracie and just enjoying the 
weather.  I want to make it clear that I don’t sit 

and watch the dogs that closely as they  go to the 
bathroom but I happened to be standing behind 
Gracie when she got into position to poop and 
something weird caught my eye.   Something 
pink was peeking out of her behind.  I looked 
twice because I didn’t  trust what I was seeing 
but it was there.  When she finished all looked 
normal.  I shook my head and wondered to 
myself if dogs could get hemorrhoids.

I could not get the image out of my mind and 
when my husband came home I told him about 
it. The expression on his face was quite 
skeptical.  He didn’t tell me I was crazy  but he 
clearly  wasn’t sure he believed me.  I told him 
to follow her outside the next time and see for 
himself.  He came back in shortly and said 
aloud “Do dogs get hemorrhoids?”

We quickly called Dr. Barb Teter at the Pet 
Clinic.  The answer to our question was no and 
she needed to see Gracie right away.  She 
quickly checked the situation out, did a biopsy 
and we found out that Gracie had lymphoma.  
She would need to have surgery followed by a 
short course of chemo and the prognosis was 
not bad.  We knew that  my husband would have 
to be there until Gracie was out and when she 
woke up.  We quickly scheduled the surgery  and 
made plans with how to deal with the situation.

A few days before the surgery I was petting 
Gracie and rubbed under her chin and made a 
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shocking discovery.  Under her jaw joint on each 
side was something that felt like a golf ball.  
Quickly  I began to feel her body over and found 
several other hard large lumps.  A panicked 
phone call was made and our journey  officially 
began that evening.  We were numb as Dr. Teter 
diagnosed our beautiful girl with systemic 
lymphoma and the prognosis was not nearly as 
good.

Our world turned upside down in a moment and 
things turned to a blur.  Cancer.  A six letter word 
with huge scary implications.  Once it touches 
your life in your own body or that of someone 
close to you that you love you are never the 
same.  Gracie was our baby girl.  We’d had her 
since she was 9 weeks old and we’d been 
through a lot together in 10.5 years.  We both 
tried to swallow the collective lump in our throat 
and digest the situation and pull our heavy hearts 
together.  We had to be strong for her.  We were 
facing about six months of chemotherapy  with a 
dog that was terrified of people outside of her 
family.  How would this work?  Could it  be 
done?

Beginnings

My mind raced back to the first day we saw our 
little girl.  She was the only  female in a litter of 
two puppies, born on a farm.  Her parents were 
both great dogs and her brother was a sweet little 
boy, but this little girl was very different.  I knew 
the moment I saw her that she would be a very 
dominant dog.  She went up to Audrey, our first 
Doberman (who was perfect by  the way) and 
when Audrey went to make friends she was met 
with a growl from this tiny puppy.  Audrey stuck 
her nose in the air and turned her behind to the 
little instigator who didn’t like being ignored, 

and off on our adventure we went.  We drove 
back to Omaha just ahead of a winter storm.  By 
the next morning the snow on the ground was 
almost taller than the little girl we called 
“Twinkle Toes” as a nickname because for such a 
tiny  girl she had huge feet.  Audrey mothered her 
and showed her the way and we inched forward 
on this new road.

We had Doberman puppies before so we knew 
what they were like but nothing prepared us for 
this dominant girl we named Gracie.  My 
husband said she was like Grace Kelly since we 
already had Audrey  Hepburn but right away I 
thought she was more like Gracie Lou Freebush, 
the character Sandra Bullock played in the movie 
“Miss Congeniality.”  She was smart as a whip 
but being a dominant dog was determined to 
have things her way or no way at all.

I don’t have room to list all of the trainers we 
consulted and the advice we took in.  It would 
fill a book.  The thing we began to see as time 
went by  was that the lessons were not for our 
little Gracie.  They were for us, to see what kind 
of people we would be when this dog didn’t  just 
fit into our lives like a “Disney dog” and make 
our lives easy.  Would we take the high road and 
learn and grow or just give up like so many 
people seem to do?

There were times when giving up would have 
been easier to be sure.  Audrey, our first 
Doberman, had been so easy.  She loved all other 
animals and any person who didn’t stop to pet 
her whether they were a child, an adult, old, 
young, it didn’t matter.  If you passed Audrey  on 
the street and didn’t stop to admire her or pet her, 
she was insulted!  She simply  loved everybody 
and everything (including her new feisty little 
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sister) so of course we could be lazy and not 
have to learn much ourselves and we were 
good at that.  It is truly amazing how much 
people just expect a dog to come into their 
home and behave perfectly  with little 
instruction.

Gracie was our teacher and she was the kind 
of teacher that wielded a big ruler and 
smacked hard when you didn’t pay  attention 
in class!  Her tests were examinations that 
you needed to study  very  hard for.  She 
learned her lessons and learned how to work 
around them faster than a human could think.  
Gracie suffered from obsessive compulsive 
disorder and fear aggression. (We later put 
her on some effective medicine that helped 
greatly with that.) She didn’t make friends 
with every person or animal that came along.  
Most were greeted as intruders into her 
kingdom and Gracie was very vocal and had 
an opinion about everything.  She would have 
been a great politician!

Oh and did I mention one characteristic that 
brought a smile to everyone?  Her ears!  

Gracie’s ears were never cropped but she held 
them up  as if they were.  We always thought this 
was from living with Audrey when she was 
young because Audrey’s ears were cropped.  
Whatever the reason our brassy girl had big erect 
ears and they didn’t miss a sound.  If she would 
have collected a dollar for every  smile or laugh 
she got from those ears, “Batty” (as we 
sometimes called her) would have been a wealthy 
girl indeed!

Learning

The years passed quickly  as they  always do and 
the lessons with Gracie continued.  It was 
interesting to watch Gracie in a classroom setting 
because no matter what the instructor tried, 
Gracie always knew when class was about to be 
over!  She had a vocalization for that too: a high 
pitched excited but loud bark very much like a 
child running out of school when it was out for 
summer!  It was funny to watch the expressions 
on faces when she did this.  A lot of people had 
not seen it  before.  Gracie had vocalizations for 
her likes and dislikes.  We learned to read body 
language and assess and we were always on our 
toes.

Audrey and Gracie up close

Gracie and Daniel
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Along the way we adopted Daniel, a young 
fawn male from the rescue.  Audrey passed 
away.  Gracie did not like Daniel when he 
walked into her home but he gave her a look 
that said “whatever”.  Daniel was a calm dog 
and soon he and Gracie were playing and body 
slamming and have a ball together.  3 ½ years 
later we lost  Daniel to Copper Storage Disease, 
all too young.  His loss was hard on us but it 
was much harder on Gracie.  For all her 
selective and sometimes difficult ways she 
loved Daniel deeply.  After he died she would 
lie on the bed with large sad eyes and didn’t 
show a lot of interest in playing or eating.  
Gracie was always the one who licked our 
tears away and bolstered us when we were sad. 

It was hard to watch her like that so we ended 
up adopting Remington, aka “Remi" from the 
rescue and it took some time but Gracie 
opened her heart again and they became 
friends.  Remi was a lot bigger than Gracie but 
that did not matter to her.  She was still in 
charge even as she aged. 

Gracie’s heart was not easily won with new 
people in her life.  She was a skeptic of all new 
faces but once she accepted someone she loved 
them forever.  Over the years she added quite a 
few to that inner circle.  She continued to grow 

and expand her horizons and amaze us.  She 
taught us that learning should be continuous to 
keep  life fresh and new, and to move forward 
even when you were frightened.

A New Experience

As we sat and pondered all of these things and 
this new diagnosis facing her, we both wondered 
aloud how this would work for Gracie.  We were 
relieved that this cancer was not extremely 
painful.  Gracie still appeared to be pretty much 
herself in many ways.  Dr. Teter assured us that 
chemotherapy in dogs is not like it is in people 
and explained everything to us.  Dr. Teter had 
come to understand and love Gracie.  She just 
knew how to handle her.  Gracie was not the kind 
of dog that wanted people leaning over her and 
talking baby talk to her – that did not  work.  
Chemotherapy  would mean a lot of new people 
and some of them would have to bend over her to 
do the treatments.   It would mean rides in the car 
at least once a week – another thing that made 
Gracie hyper.  She had never ridden well in the 
car but vocalized whenever a vehicle passed us 
and heaven help  us if someone tailgated.  She 
was the consummate back seat driver complete 
with a running dialogue delivered in anxious 
fashion.  The only  way to help her be calm in the 
car was to have her wear a basket muzzle and it 
did the trick.

We were facing the very real possibility  of losing 
our girl, the girl we had had to put so much work 
into, who had taught us so many things and we 
were terrified.  We loved our little girl so very 
deeply.  Just the thought of losing her was 
unbearable.  It  is so very true that the best things 
in life are often those that do not come easily  – 
that you have to work for.

Gracie and Remi
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Dr. Teter had been very confident when she 
explained the treatment and inspite of the 
devastating diagnosis she told us that she had seen 
dogs get remission and even had one Doberman in 
history where the disease had not returned. She 
gave us hope.

We consulted with friends who were currently 
seeing their Dobermans through osteosarcoma, a 
very painful bone cancer. We looked at Gracie and 
our hearts ached and we prayed a lot.   We formed a 
support group and all of us soldiered forward 
bravely but not as bravely as our dogs did.  There 
was a lot of apprehension and fear and all of us had 
heavy  hearts but we did our best to be strong for 
our dogs because they needed us and for each other 
as well.

Chemotherapy  for lymphoma is actually 3 different 
drugs given in regimens with bloodwork in 
between.  The first was an injection of vincristine 
followed 1week later by  an oral medication and one 
week after that by an IV of doxyrubicin.  As 
treatment goes on it is spread further out between 
until complete at about six months.  Initially, we 
had to also do a round of prednisone to get the 
inflammation down.  We were not  to withhold 
water so for those first weeks I made the long drive 
home every  day at lunch to let Gracie out  and we 
kept her confined to a room with hard floors where 
we had easier clean-up for accidents.

Gracie bravely  faced the first injection.  She 
even stood still while they shaved her leg for the 
injection. We held her and encouraged her 
through it but she stood strong.  She may have 
been a fearful girl in many ways but when it 
came to vocalizing pain that never happened.  
Gracie was tough!  We were told she might be a 
little bit tired but she came home that night and 
played with her toys like nothing had happened!  
All of the enlarged lymph nodes went down 
within 2 weeks, the treatment was being 
effective but we had a long road ahead.

When it came time for the doxyrubicin injection 
Gracie had to have an EKG first to make sure 
her heart  was strong enough to handle the drug.  
That meant standing with electrodes on and 
having some strange noises but she faced that 
too with such bravery and willingness while 
strange people leaned over her.

By the time we completed the first month of 
treatment Gracie would run to the car and ride 

Yes I Can

Yes I Can!
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calmly  without her muzzle!  As we neared the 
clinic she would do her excited vocalizations.  
Our little girl (who was still “little” at 70 pounds 
but had grown into those feet that were so huge 
when she was little) had expanded her comfort 
zone way beyond our wildest imaginations to 
accept lots of different people handling her and 
bending over her and sticking her with needles.  
It was as if she knew they were trying to help 
her.  We watched this all in total amazement.  
This had not come from us.  It was a gift and it 
was truly  beautiful to see her do this.  Had she 
never been diagnosed with cancer we would 
never have known her full capacity to go above 
and beyond her fears and her comfort zone, but 
week after week she did and amassed new 
friends in the process!  Some of them were even 
ones that she had been very leery of prior to 
having cancer.  She rarely  had side effects but for 
a little bit of fatigue after the doxyrubicin IV’s.  
Yet, she bounced back from those too.

So, Gracie achieved remission.  She saw her 11th 
birthday.  Our friends cheered her on as all of 

hearts grieved over the loss of 2 wonderful dogs 
to osteosarcoma.  We continued to support  each 
other. 

Gracie was doing well.  She had been in 
remission 13 months and only  went to the vet for 
laser treatment and acupuncture for the weakness 
in her lower back that a lot of older Dobies get.  
She was always so good for Dr. Everson for 
those appointments too.  Those old fears of going 
to the doctor and having people she didn’t know 
handle her were gone.  We were grateful for 
every  day we had together and continued to be 
amazed by her ability to go beyond her fears and 
out of her comfort zone.

Eventually she developed another type of cancer 
on her liver.  It  was not related to her lymphoma 
and was discovered by chance during one of our 
visits.  When Dr. Everson did an ultrasound she 
had a good sized tumor that was slowly bleeding 

Fighting the final battle

Going strong in remission
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so she was anemic.  This time the news came 
without a treatment option.  Her time was short, 
days, maybe a couple of weeks.  The good news 
was that she was not in pain.

We prepared ourselves for a parting that we now 
could not avoid.  As we tried to absorb the blow, 
Gracie kept  right on.  In fact she amazed Dr. 
Everson by making it an entire month.  She was 
brave right up to the end.  We on the other hand 
felt  like someone had taken a sledge hammer and 
smashed our hearts into pieces.

The house was so quiet.  Remi was not a noisy 
dog but he was a steady loving boy just as he had 
been the entire time of Gracie’s illness.  The three 
of us faced the gaping hole in our lives as bravely 
as we could but oh, how we missed her.  Yet, we 
knew that God would bring another girl who 
needed us as much as we needed her.  Such is the 
nature of working in rescue.

It has been nine months now and as I type this our 
little girl Zoey is out playing with Remi.  Zoey 
came to us out of a situation where we know she 
was abused by  a man.  We have our work cut out 
for us but we are up for the challenge.   The truth 
is all living creatures walk wounded, carrying 
baggage that must be processed.  No living 
creature gets out of life without it.   A close friend 
told us that after Gracie we would have been bored 
with an “easy” dog and they may well be right.  
Gracie paved the way  and right now I know she is 
smiling down on us as we reach out to help 
another.  There is so much more I could write 
about her and one day I plan to do so.  Right now, 
I hope she knows how grateful we are for all that 
we learned from her and the precious gifts she 
gave to us. Somehow, I think she does.

Thank you Gracie for teaching us to push beyond 
our fears and our comfort zones to grow, for 
teaching us that the best things in life do NOT come 
easily, for living a life that was truly extraordinary.

Thank you also to the supportive group of friends 
who were there even when they were dealing with 
their own pain: Cory, Jennifer, Lisa, Mark, Kevin, 
Carol, and so many others.

Thank you to Dr. Barb Teter, Dr. Troy Everson and 
the amazing staff at the Pet Clinic who were with us 
every step of the way of the journey with Gracie.  
For your excellent medical care and seeing the 
beauty of all that she was.
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President’s Message
! ! ! by Holli Sampson

July  2016

Greetings DRON followers:

   All of us here are so glad to see the dull grey/brown of winter fade into the beautiful lush 
green of spring.  The spring rains have provided so many lush colors and just looking at the 
cool greens in the grasses and trees is soothing somehow. 

(Yes this was written in April, now coming out in July because of a busy and procrastinating 
editor {me}.  -- ed.) 

We know that in days ahead we can all be outside more with our dogs, taking longer walks, 
having barbecues and just enjoying life outside.  

The feature story of this issue is about an incredible life journey with a girl aptly named Gracie.  
If one person finds encouragement and hope in facing a similar situation then her story will 
have achieved its purpose.  We hope that it will touch you and educate you at the same time.

We hope you enjoy the read. Thank you again for your wonderful support to this rescue.

The grateful volunteers of Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
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Please Join the 
DRON Facebook 
page!

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska greatly needs your help.  Donations are way down this year, but 
these dogs get saved only because people donate.  The rescue survives on the donations of generous 
people like you who care about these dogs. 

Please remember that all donations are tax deductible as we are a 501 c 3.  

Donations can be given through Paypal on our website at www.doberescue-ne.org or mailed to: 

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
Omaha, NE  68139-0684.

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to read this and considering giving a donation, or even 
becoming a monthly donor.

Thank you so much!

THE DOGS 
NEED YOU!

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY ALL OF YOU FROM ALL OF US AT DRON.  

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!!

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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Contact Us:

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684

OMAHA NE 68139-0684

(402) 614-4495

dron95@yahoo.com

http://www.doberescue-ne.org

Credits
DRON is
 
President:  Holli Sampson
Vice President:  Lisa Taylor
Treasurer:  Jerry Sorbel
Secretary:  Stephanie Auschwitz

Board Members:

Jay Wise
Kevin Jespersen
Kirk Sampson
Cory Porter
Mike Caniglia

Newsletter:  Holli Sampson and Jay Wise
Adoption Coordinator: Lisa Taylor
Correspondence Secretary:  Holli Sampson

And many many other wonderful volunteers who work tirelessly 
to save lives!

mailto:dron95@yahoo.com
mailto:dron95@yahoo.com
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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 We need your help!   

Doberman Rescue welcomes your donations and help of any kind!

____ Yes, I would like to help you to care for the animals.  
Enclosed is my gift of $_________.

____ I would like to make a monthly pledge to support 
Doberman Rescue of Nebraska.  I will pledge a monthly amount of $________.

____ I know of a business that would do a corporate sponsorship.  
Here is their contact information:

____________________________________________________________________________________

DRON is a 501 (c) (3) organization, so all donations are tax deductible!

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO DRON,  
ATTN:  HOLLI SAMPSON 
POB 390684
Omaha, NE  68139-0684

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT DONATING:

NAME:        ______________________________________

ADDRESS:  ______________________________________

                   ______________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS (WE WILL NOT SELL THIS TO ANYONE!)_____________________

PHONE NUMBER: (_____) - _______-_____________

____I AM INTERESTED IN BEING A VOLUNTEER.  PLEASE CONTACT ME!

TELL US ABOUT YOUR DOG:  

THANK YOU AGAIN!
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Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
OMAHA NE 68139-0684

DRON ADOPTION SITE 
DATES -- All times 
12PM-2PM unless noted

Come visit our adoption sites 
and meet our Dobies-in-need!  

July
July 9th, Petsmart Oakview
July 23, Petco 125th and L

August
August 6, Petsmart 72nd and 
Jones
August 20th, Petco 125th and L

September
September 3, Petsmart Oakview
September 17, Petco 125th and L

October
October 1, Petsmart 72nd and 
Jones

SPECIAL EVENT:  OCTOBER 9TH 
PUPPY UP CANCER WALK – DETAILS 
TBA

October 15, Petco 125th and L
October 29, Petsmart Oakview

November (note:  2 weekends back to 
back so we aren’t out after Thanksgiving)

November 12, Petco 125 and L
November 19, Petsmart 72nd and 
Jones

December
December 3, Petco 125th and L
December 17, Petsmart Oakview

Lincoln Petsmart (N. 27th)

July 9, 23

August 6, 20 

September 3, 17 

October 1, 15, 29

(10/9 Puppy Up Cancer 
Walk TBA)  

November 12,  19

December 3,17 


